
BUILDING 

 

Matthew 16:13-20 

 

 “It’s ugly; tear it all down,” Such words might be directed to bronze 

statues in public squares or even a wall or fence that divides families and 

communities.  But it has most locally come as a neighbor’s comment offered 

more than once to someone other than just the pastor.  “Tear it down…and 

build apartments,” continued the neighbor with a wide sweep of his hand 

indicating our newest neighbor across Kenwood, “…like these.”.  We can 

conclude that he is not part of this congregation and likely not a part of any 

religious body.  We might wonder if he is a developer or an architect, eager 

to possess this downtown half-block to erect a different sort of building.  

Perhaps he knows that the assessed value of the property that composes the 

campus is $19,000,000.  Most are so shocked as his unsettling statement that 

further conversation is not forthcoming so motive is not apparent.   

 It is tempting to believe that, in the words of a classic summer movie: 

“Build it and they will come.”  Though first impressions are important, 

buildings recede in relevance as one becomes part of the program, of the 

congregation.  We are reminded that the building is merely the place where 

the church gathers to listen and prepare to witness.  As a gathering of people, 

church can and does happen anywhere, with or without building.  God is 

present where God’s people are for God is eager to participate in all 

creation, including human life.   

 For a significant period of time following the coming of Moses’ 

people to a land of milk and honey, Israel worshiped in a tent of presence, 

cloth strung between poles and roofed with other pieces of woven wool.  As 

Israel moved about, the tent was disassembled and taken to the new site of 

gathering.  God was as portable and as present as the tent, the tabernacle.  

Then, after Zion was captured during the reign of King David, and 

Jerusalem became the center of politics and then religion, the tent was 

forsaken for the temple.  Elegance and extravagance replaced simplicity and 

accessibility.  Though David was prevented from building a temple, 

Solomon took on the task, bringing the best to construct and decorate the 

First Temple.  The temple in its imposing grandeur came to be not only a 

tribute to the leadership of Solomon but it also represented empire, one that 

would not last long, except in the memory of the Israelites.  The settled 

nature of temple, the place where God could be encountered, replaced the 

wandering motif of Israel who rejoiced that God journeyed with the people 
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Land seemingly became more valuable than people.  It was only in the 

diaspora and through forced exiles over a number of eras that people took on 

the focus of faith.  

 And that focus continued in the life of Jesus.  Early in the portion of 

the Gospel of Matthew heard today, the disciples, are perhaps only Peter, 

proclaim the crucial identity of Jesus.   Who do you say the Son of Man is?  

The answers ranged from a prophet, to a revived recently murdered John the 

Baptizer, to Jeremiah or Elijah.  As Jesus implores his followers to consider 

more deeply, there is one among them who declares Jesus to be the Messiah, 

the anointed one.  There in remote Caesarea Philippi, the discussion would 

likely be limited.  Should any Roman have overheard, he might immediately 

bristle as such impertinence for everyone in Rome knew the Caesar to be the 

anointed one---in the Hebrew word--- the messiah.   Such a statement 

revealed to those in power would have brought forth an immediate response 

of power and violence.  The world could not follow more than one anointed 

as leader.  No one could serve two masters; one would have to be removed, 

often by the threatened powerful.  Little wonder, then, that the disciples were 

commanded not to share such a revelation, though such warning was more a 

result of lack of understanding than a sense of political threat.. 

 Matthew reports that Jesus then turns to Simon and gives him not only 

a new name but also greater responsibilities, work well beyond the resumé 

of any fisherman.  Peter becomes the rock (a fair translation of his name) 

upon which the church will be built.  For centuries, the established and then 

imperial church counted itself to be the direct descendant of this apostle, 

gathering to itself the power and glory of this one given the authority, the 

vision, and yes, the sole responsibility for extending the ministry of Christ 

over the ages.  We could not be surprised that the father church of many is 

called Saint Peter’s. 

 The image of rock is an important one for people who live in the land 

of Israel.  Much is constructed of stone because its lies all about, both buried 

and uncovered.  It was out of the rock that water would flow to those thirsty 

ones who wandered in the wilderness.  It was within the cleft---the break---

of an apparently large rock that Elijah hid as the glory of God passed by.  

Stones when piled up became primitive altars and it was within hollowed out 

rock that Israel entombed its dead.  And one of Jesus’ parables raises up a 

wise man who builds on rock and a foolish man who builds on sand and the 

results of a flood.   

 “Upon you I will build my church,” declares Jesus to Peter.  It is 

apparent in this instance and revealed throughout the life of Jesus, that faith 
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is a product of people and the Spirit.  Any particular structure serves only as  

a gathering place for people and occasionally as a passive reminder of others 

and other beings who have inspired faith, perhaps in ages past.  Even 

symbols and signs most frequently evoke images of such people.  The 

triangle may remind us of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.  The flame 

causes us to remember the presence of the Holy Spirit.  The cross points us 

to the willingness of Jesus to trust God with his life even as others would 

plot to take it from him, violently. 

 And the building continues.  It may surprise some to learn that the 

largest church building is to be found in the African country of Cote 

D’Ivoire, formerly known as Ivory Coast.  It is a building that can gather 

12,000 people in worship.  But the largest church according to the size of 

congregation is located in Seoul, South Korea where 200,000 people attend 

seven services of Sunday worship as well as meet in satellite locations for 

televised ministry.      

 It continues to be the truth that people are crucial to the building of  

church.  We give thanks for those who have sacrificed much to give us an 

inheritance, not just of building but also, and more importantly, faith.  We 

can be glad for the worship and study and fellowship spaces that are 

provided to us, not by us but by others.  We are more grateful for those who 

have witnessed to faith in small and significant efforts for they have often 

taught us how to be faithful, how to live faith not necessarily in some grand 

and glorious but more in the ordinary opportunities provided to us each day.   

 Such people have occasionally been frustrated in their plans to build  

Though Solomon created the First Temple and Herod the Second, some look 

to a third expression of temple as a sign of the Day of the Lord coming to 

pass.  As United Methodists in this part of the nation, we continue to spawn 

new congregations and even construct initial buildings only to discover that 

there does not seem enough to sustain the efforts and most new church starts 

have been abandoned, even after great investment of prayer, energy, time, 

and money.  On a larger scale, it was the expectation of the publishers and 

editors of the Christian Century that the world would be converted to 

Christianity, certainly by the end of the century, the last century.  More 

cogently, we invite people to church and they never come.  We announce a 

new program and it does not develop. We plant spiritual seeds of great 

variety but few take root.  We witness but the result of our blessing bears 

little or no fruit.  We pray and silence seems the strongest result.  

 But even Jesus felt the pain of being betrayed and denied---both by 

members of his trusted twelve, even Peter.  But it was this same Peter who is  
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summoned to feed lambs and tend sheep, to take up leadership within the  

first expressions of church in the years that followed resurrection.   Those 

who followed him also experienced disappointment whether they be known 

as Paul or John or John Paul. 

 Our role in building church may be discovered more in the foundation 

that we create for those who follow.  Certainly that was the intent of Jesus as 

he summoned Peter to ministry beyond his life.  Perhaps more important 

than raising a new building---even to the glory of God---is to raise up a 

people who build the church on what we provide to them.  If it is only bricks 

and mortar, our more appropriately concrete and wood, we will have fallen 

short of God’s call to us to build.  We will have done little more than 

preserve. 

 In a few months, the campus will begin to undergo visible change. 

There will be a tearing down and a building up.  But with every part of the 

project completed, we will offer a safer, more hospitable, more visible, more 

accessible more serving building.  The real church building, however, will 

take place as we engage the community with a gospel that embodies open 

hearts, open minds, open doors.  Our concrete efforts will provide a place for 

others to come but, more, a place from which we will go, go into all the 

world to be the good news of Jesus Christ who reveals the God of love and 

grace, of mercy and peace.   May the Christ lead us even as the Spirit 

empowers and encourages.  Thanks be to God.  Amen. 
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